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Wisper ISP and KwiKom Communications Announce Purchase of Pixius
Communications, LLC
April 2020 – Wisper ISP and KwiKom Communications are happy to announce the purchase of Pixius
Communications, LLC. Wisper will be acquiring Pixius customers within the Kansas City, MO and Western
Missouri area. KwiKom will procure the Pixius customers within the Wichita, KS and Central Kansas area.
All three companies are working to make the change as smooth a transition as possible for the Pixius customers.
Wisper and KwiKom look forward to providing a high level of customer service to Pixius customers. The teams at
Wisper and KwiKom plan to make upgrades to the Pixius network shortly after gaining access. Both companies
understand that fast, reliable high-speed Internet is especially important right now due to the number of
individuals required to work and follow online learning at home due to the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) Pandemic.
“KwiKom and Pixius have been great to work with,” said Wisper CEO, Nathan Stooke. “Wisper looks forward to
continue building a friendship in hopes that we can work together to conquer the digital divide.”
KwiKom will be adding Pixius employees to their team. The engineering staff at Pixius has developed a strong
network and KwiKom is excited to bring on their knowledge and experience to assist with their build-out and
upgrade efforts. When asked about the acquisition, KwiKom VP, Zachery Peres stated, “This is a great step to
bring reliable unlimited Internet to more Kansas communities.”
Wisper ISP, Inc. is a wireless Internet service provider that brings unlimited high-speed Internet to customers in
both rural and metropolitan communities. Wisper customers receive fast, reliable service and friendly, helpful
customer service. Wisper connects you when others can’t.
KwiKom Communications is a wireless and fiber optic Internet service provider bringing reliable, quality,
unlimited high-speed internet to rural and in-town areas. KwiKom’s home office is located in Iola, KS, which
makes KwiKom a proud Kansas company. KwiKom’s customer service philosophy is based on treating people
with transparency, respect, and excellence.
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